
 
Grade 6 LESSON  3      “The Making of a Book”  by Karen Rothbart,  pp. 79-89 
STANDARD 
RI.6.5 Analyze how a particular sentence, paragraph, chapter, or section fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to 
the development of the ideas. 
QUESTION FRAME TEXT SPECIFIC QUESTION POSSIBLE RESPONSES 
Which evidence best supports 
the claims the author makes in 
paragraph X? 

 Which evidence best supports the claim the 
author makes about the printing press in 
paragraph 3 on page 82? 

Claim: The invention of the printing press 
helped printers meet the public’s demand for 
books. 
-p. 81 “By the late 1400s, however, the printing 
press had been invented in Germany, and the 
number of books had exploded.” 
-p.81 “By 1500, about 9 million books had been 
printed.” 
 
 

STANDARD 
RI.6.5 Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and explain how it is conveyed in the text.  
RI.6.5 Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and explain how it is conveyed in the text.  
QUESTION FRAME TEXT SPECIFIC QUESTION POSSIBLE RESPONSES 
What is the author’s main 
purpose in writing the article? 
 
 
 
The author most likely includes 
this description of X to -- 
(emphasize, demonstrate, 
provide) 
 

What is the author’s main purpose in 
writing this article? 
 
 
 
Why does the author most likely include a 
description of the printing press? 

- The author’s main purpose in writing the 
article “Making of a Book” is to show how books 
are made past and present and the evolution of 
the process. 
 
The author most likely includes a description of 
the printing press to emphasize how this 
invention revolutionized book making.  The 
press was so much more efficient, printing 
millions of books rather than only thousands 
produced by scribes. 



STANDARD 
RI.6.5 Analyze how a particular sentence, paragraph, chapter, or section fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to 
the development of the ideas. 
 
QUESTION FRAME TEXT SPECIFIC QUESTION POSSIBLE RESPONSES 
The section titled X relates to the 
section titled Y by-- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How does the section titled “Editors and 
Marketing People” relate to the section 
titled “Artists and Illustrators”? 

The section titled “Editors and Marketing 
People” relates to the section titled “Artists and 
Illustrators” because both groups work together 
to determine the most appropriate, appealing 
images to use for the book.  
- p.85 “Together they decide which kinds of 
images should be on the cover and inside the 
book.” 
-p. 85 “They look for the right style that will 
complement the text and appeal to readers.” 

 

 

 


